
RAYMOND BESANT TALK : LIFE BEHIND THE LENS

Extra seating was called for as a large audience gathered for the latest Orkney Field Club evening 
talk, this time welcoming wildlife photographer and film maker Raymond Besant.  “Life Behind the 
Lens” gave us an insight into the work of this talented young man, who is becoming increasingly 
well-known at a national (and international) level.  We were wondering what kind of celebrity 
greenroom requests he might be putting in – however, nothing more exotic than jaffa cakes was 
called for!

Raymond began with a glimpse of his boyhood – birding at Birsay, a bit of sketching and working 
in the Co-Op to earn some pennies for his first camera.  After University he was employed as a 
press photographer in Aberdeen, during which time he followed his passion for birds and filmed a 
documentary about fulmars entitled “The Flying Dustbin”.  This subsequently won several awards 
and enabled Raymond to establish industry contacts, including at National Geographic and BBC 
Natural History Unit.

Raymond’s films of Arctic Terns and Gannets on Westray were aired on Springwatch in 2012, and 
gave him the chance to get behind the lens of about £70,000 worth of BBC kit.  For those of us 
watching Midsummer Live this year we saw more Besant footage of Puffins on the Isle of May.

Raymond is also a top-notch stills photographer. He has a keen artistic eye and illustrated this with 
a preview of his forthcoming book Wild Orkney.  Thin early morning light and moody, ethereal dusk 
are Raymond’s favourite times of day, resulting in atmospheric images of land and sea and showing 
familiar places in a new way.  Instead of ‘record shots’ he has made creative close-ups and 
silhouettes of birds, flowers and insects which impart a depth, character and emotion to his subjects.

What came across throughout the evening was Raymond’s passion for what he does, and respect for 
the creatures he films.  After erecting a hide at an Eday lochan in order to photograph Red Throated 
Divers (with the requisite licenses to film Schedule 1 species) Raymond returned a few days later to 
find the birds had chosen to build their nest adjacent to the hide – giving him unprecedented views.  
He also experienced a very close encounter with a month old seal pup at Windwick. “Erik” as he 
became known decided Raymond’s hide would be the  perfect place to haul in to, making rather a 
mess of the tent and proving a difficult tenant to evict – even resisting being tipped and shaken out!

This talk was perfectly timed, with Raymond’s story of Grey Seal pups on Stronsay airing on BBC1 
The Great British Year; Autumn  this Wednesday.  His book Wild Orkney should hit the shelves in 
early 2014 and is the culmination of some two years’ work.  Raymond is just about to commit to 
another long-term project for the BBC; filming for a follow-up programme to the acclaimed 
Hebrides: Island on the Edge, .

At this time of year Grey Seals are occupying their maternity beaches around Orkney, but we need 
to remember that giving birth and caring for newborn pups is stressful enough for the seals.  Any 
observers should be as quiet and unobtrusive as possible and all dogs should be kept well away 
from these sites.  Just think, would your family appreciate a noisy audience at this special time?

To find out more about Raymond Besant check out his website
http://www.raymondbesant.com/
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